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Gateway
LENAWEE UNITED WAY
The Community Action
Agency’s Complete Approach to Self-Sufficiency program works to
help people lacking the
basic needs to reach selfsufficiency. C2

IC 426 is a reflection nebula in the constellation of Or
illuminating IC 426. T. A. RECTOR/UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA ANCHO

Arizona’s Kitt Peak
Observatory offers a perfect
sight-line into outer space
By John Briley
The Washington Post

JIM WHITEHOUSE
Pre-powered tools belong in one place, on the
limb of an tree. C2
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DRAGONFLY BEAUTY
Dragonflies are beneficial
and beautiful insects to
have in your garden. C4
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CAR TALK

TUCSON, Ariz. — A
journey of 335 million
miles begins at 6,875 feet.
It does for me, anyway, as
I stand on an Arizona
mountaintop on a
dazzling March night
counting Jupiter’s moons.
I am at the Kitt Peak
National Observatory,
home of the world’s largest
collection of research telescopes — 26 in all — and
one of the United States’
preeminent sites for serious
study of the heavens. The
observatory also offers public stargazing programs,
ranging from the introductory evening I am enjoying
to overnight affairs.
“How many do you
see?” our guide, Carmen
Austin, asks as I peer into
the eyepiece of one of Kitt
Peak’s more modest
instruments, a 16-inch
Ritchey-Chrétien
telescope.
“Three,” I answer. “No ...
wait ... four!”
They hang like a double
set of diamond earrings,
framing the massive,
striped face of the largest

access road to the observatory conveys a sense of
leaving a Cormac
McCarthy novel for somewhere stranger, a feeling
amplified by the “NO
SERVICES” sign at the
road’s entrance and the 20
degrees Fahrenheit that
separate base from peak.
The mountain’s elevation is a key reason the
National Optical Astronomy Observatory, the
national center for
ground-based nighttime
astronomy, chose this site
in the 1950s as its primary
base of operations in the
United States. (NOAO als
helps run a telescope atop
the nearly 13,800-foot
Mauna Kea in Hawaii.)
Although Kitt Peak is far
from the highest accessible
point in the country — or
even in Arizona — it offers
a suite of conditions favorable to astronomy: very
low light pollution; reason
able proximity to Tucson’s
international airport and
the University of Arizona’s
astronomy department;
and exceptionally dry air,
which
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